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Abstract 
Corpus-based dialectology of less-resourced and functionally limited native languages is a developing field of linguistics. In this 
paper we discuss challenges of annotating dialect corpora for Turkic languages of Russia by the example of Mishar dialect of 
Tatar language. Peculiarities of grammatical variability in Mishar dialect are investigated from the point of view of automatic 
annotation and the search functionality of the corpus is described. The proposed methodology of annotation can be used when 
creating multilingual integrated resources and parallel corpora of closely related languages. 
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1. Introduction 
Corpus is an effective method to store, preserve and investigate dialect data. Corpus-based dialectological studies 
represent the relatively new trend in modern Turkic and Tatar linguistics. It is valuable for applied and 
computational linguistics, comparative and historical turkology, typology, history and other fields of Humanities. 
Corpus building projects are quite relevant in contemporary Turkic studies. There are a number of Turkish corpora 
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of different types with different aims, one of them is Turkish National Corpus (Aksan et al., 2012). Among the well-
known projects we can also mention the corpora of Kazakh (Makhambetov et al., 2013), Tatar (Suleymanov et 
al.,2013), Uyghur (Aibaidulla and Kim-Teng Lua, 2002), Bashkir (Buskunbaeva and Sirazitdinov, 2011), 
Khakassian (Sheimovich, 2011), and Tuvan (Salchak, 2012) languages. While written literary corpora of Turkic 
languages develop actively only the first steps are made in building corpora of dialects. On the other hand, during 
the last decades a large amount of text samples was accumulated by dialectologists, but most of them are not 
digitalized. Importance and relevance of creating corpora of Turkic dialects is supported by the fact that such 
projects help to preserve the authentic languages, which are strongly influenced by globalization and assimilation 
processes. 
 
Problems of corpus-based dialectology are discussed actively during the last years. Special chapters of books on 
corpus linguistics investigate relationship between corpus linguistics and dialectology, like in Anderwald and 
Szmrecsanyi (2009). Corpus-based approach gives more opportunities and methodological development to 
dialectometry, e.g. refer to Haimerl (2006) and Szmrecsanyi (2011). There are some special projects of dialect 
corpora. For example, Nordic dialect corpus (Johannessen et al., 2009), Freiburg English dialect corpus (Kortmann 
and Wagner, 2005), the Crubadan project (Scannell, 2007), and the Syntactic Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (Barbiers 
et al., 2007). The Pangloss Collection includes documented data in a wide range of endangered languages across the 
world (Michailovsky et al., 2014). 
 
The corpus-based studies in the Republic of Tatarstan focus on Tatar and Russian languages in comparison with 
other languages. For example, in Nevzorova and Salimov (2012) the model and methodology of Russian-Tatar 
lexicographical database is described. Bochkarev, Solovyev and Wichmann (2014) discuss using the Google Books 
N-Gram Corpus and propose ways of measuring changes in word frequency. Galiullin et al. (2014) describe corpus-
based studies of the Kazan regiolect of Russian. Some linguistic researches were carried out using the National 
Corpus of Tatar language (e.g. Zamaletdinov and Galieva, 2014 and Galieva, Nevzorova and Gatiatullin, 2014). 
Tatevosov (2013) and Pereltsvaig and Lyutikova (2013) investigate typological structure of Tatar language using the 
data from their own Moscow State University collection of Mishar texts which were included to the Mishar corpus 
during our project. 
 
The purpose of this study is to investigate problems of dialectological corpus annotation, dialectological database 
compilation, and integrated resources for corpus-oriented and computational dialectology in Turkic languages by the 
example of Mishar dialect of Tatar. The research is based on the Electronic Atlas of Tatar Dialects 
(http://atlas.antat.ru), which is the geoinformational web resource about dialects of Tatar language spoken mostly in 
Russian Federation by over 5 mln people. The Atlas consists of more than 200 maps and describes territorial 
distribution of different phonological, lexical, morphological and syntactical phenomena (Salimov et al., 2011). In 
2012 we started to develop its textual extension – the corpus of Mishar dialect. 
 
Mishar (also known as Western dialect) is one of the main Tatar dialects and it is actively used in oral 
communication. It is spoken in the Republic of Tatarstan and several other regions of Russia and consists of many 
subdialects, which have differences as from the standard Tatar and from each other (Ramazanova, 2008). We had to 
analyze and classify these differences in order to find ways of formal representation of dialectological phenomena. 
2. Overview of Mishar corpus 
The main problems of building corpora for the native languages and dialects are generally related to the 
following tasks: 
• collection of text samples and database compilation; 
• providing the representativeness and balance in the corpus collection; 
• automation of the tagging process. 
 
Each of these tasks has its own specifics and ways of realization. In our project most effort was spent on the stage 
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of automatic tagging. As for creation of representative collection of texts, it was performed by a team of researchers 
from Kazan Federal University, Tatarstan Academy of Sciences and Moscow State University in 2012-2013. Mishar 
corpus is made accessible online as an integrated part of the Electronic Atlas of Tatar dialects supported by the 
Applied Semiotics Institute of Tatarstan Academy of Sciences. 
 
The database of the corpus is developed on the PostgreSQL platform and it includes texts recorded since 1950 
until the present time and consists of about 50000 words. Dialect texts are morphologically annotated and classified 
according to the special set of metatags. The part of the texts is accompanied by English translation. 
 
The structure of dialectological annotation depends on what information we want to include. The necessary meta-
information in our corpus is represented by a detailed dialectological tagset, which contains information about the 
dialect, the place and time of recording, the informant and subject/genre characteristics of the text. The set of 
subdialects is aligned with classification used in the Atlas of Tatar dialects. 
 
Dialect texts in the Mishar corpus come from different sources. It includes field trip recordings collected by the 
authors, folklore texts, published researches, etc. Some of them were collected during dialectological expeditions of 
the Tatarstan Academy of Sciences; another part comes from the collection of Moscow State University. And 
finally, it includes earlier recordings of the Soviet time, which were published in several compilations. These earlier 
published texts were scanned and recognized using OCR technology with adaptation to dialectological transcription 
character set. So we can say that the wide range of sources enables us to build representative corpora of Tatar 
dialects. 
 
The Mishar corpus also includes a variety of integrated resources, for example, dictionaries containing 
information about the tags appeared in annotation in each subdialect, providing a comparative view on peculiarities 
of grammatical inflection in different subdialects within the Mishar dialect. 
 
Another special resource is the corpus-based dictionary of dialectisms. It contains information about the texts and 
sentences in which the dialectism appears. The dictionary also includes the standard equivalents of the dialectisms, 
their phonetic variants and more. This dictionary is associated with the corpus, so one can select a word in the 
dictionary and easily find examples from the corpus. 
 
Fig.1. Fragment of the corpus-based dictionary of dialectisms. 
3. Grammatical annotation 
The problem of grammatical annotation of dialect texts is particularly topical for the languages with rich 
inflection like Tatar and other Turkic languages. In addition to morphological features, dialect texts show significant 
lexical, morphological and syntactic variability. Such variability is a hindrance to the development of unified tagset 
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for a particular dialect. However, along with the variability of grammatical structure a stable invariant can also be 
found in the Turkic languages and dialects. This makes the universal formal description possible to some extent and 
it simplifies the creation of multilingual resources and comparative study of closely related languages. 
 
At the present time we can say that certain morphological standard has been developed in the field of the corpus 
annotation systems for Tatar and other Turkic languages. Generally, both the parts of speech and inflectional 
categories of a token are indicated. For example, the most developed two-level model of the Tatar morphology by 
Suleymanov and Gilimullin consists of special phonological and morphotactic rules related to the verbal and noun 
inflectional paradigms. This model defines the relationship between the stem and the sequence of affixes 
(Suleymanov et al., 2000). 
 
It is known that in the agglutinative Turkic languages words are inflected by attaching a consequent set of 
morphemes to the stem. Stems usually do not change during inflection, and the affixes phonetically depend on the 
stem. And as a rule, every grammatical meaning is expressed by a particular affix, while affixes on the whole are 
regular and unambiguous. Because of this, grammatical features are easily recognized during the automatic analysis 
of the morphemic structure of corpus tokens. 
 
We also take into account that according to the Tatar morphotactic rules, grammatical features are divided into 
the complex and simple, from the one hand, and required and optional, from the other hand. All the complex 
features are represented by a set of affixes associated to a grammatical category, while the simple ones are 
represented by a single affix. A required feature, such as noun case or number, is always explicitly or implicitly 
expressed in a word form. So any tag from the group of tags describing such features is always assigned to tokens of 
corresponding part of speech or grammatical class, even if it stands in the null form like singular and nominative 
case. For optional features, the grammatical meaning is not obligatory, e.g. possessives. Those features are 
annotated only if they are explicitly inflected. 
 
One of the main problems of grammatical annotation for the corpora of Turkic languages and dialects is to 
identify the core of inflectional categories and to create the optimum meta-language of description, which would be 
suitable as a standard for the family of languages. In 2014, on the Uniturk workshop which was held in Kazan, this 
problem was discussed for the first time for Turkic languages and the special declaration was adopted (Khakimov, 
Galieva and Gatiatullin, 2014). In our Mishar dialect corpus, we follow this declaration and create dialectal 
grammatical tags taking into consideration the general Turkic background. 
 
The completeness of the description and reasonable balance between the reality of the language and traditions of 
grammatical theory is also very important. For dialects of Tatar, there are different approaches to the description of 
grammatical phenomena and transcription. First of all, these are the authentic traditions of native Tatar dialectology 
(Ramazanova, 2008). According to them, texts are transcribed using the standard Tatar Cyrillic orthography with the 
addition of some special characters. In Tatar dialectology the grammatical structure of dialects is described based on 
traditional approaches in the Tatar linguistics and in comparison with the standard Tatar language and other Turkic 
languages. On the other hand, there are certain works based on general typological approach, where linguistic 
phenomena are described and explained using general theory and terminology. In those studies universal and 
commonly accepted Latin transcription is used (for example, Misharskij dialekt, 2007). We found it reasonable to 
include text samples to our corpus in their original transcription according to what source they come from, and we 
created two parallel tagsets reflecting different approaches mentioned above. We believe that corpus annotation and 
transcription should provide the convenience of search, regardless of the users’ theoretical preferences. Certain 
decisions which allow mapping between the two schemes were also implemented. 
 
Grammatical annotation in our dialect corpus is based on the model of the standard Tatar language and it is 
consistent with commonly used typological terminology and glossing rules. The core of the tagset is used for the 
annotation of the Tatar National Corpus (Suleymanov et al., 2013). It’s full variant can be viewed on the website of 
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Tatar national corpus (see the list of web resources). In order to annotate specific dialectal grammatical phenomena, 
additional tags were developed. 
 
As for automation of the annotation process, we investigated the opportunities of using the parser which was 
developed for the standard Tatar language (Suleymanov et al., 2000). It contains the related lemma list and the affix 
list. All items in the lemma list are distributed in 4 morphological types which are divided into number of 
morphonological types. Our aim was to adapt the parsing tool to the dialect variability. It was possible because the 
Mishar dialect is almost identical with the Tatar standard language morphology. There is no need to rewrite most of 
the morphotactic rules and models of inflectional paradigms. The lemma list also should be reviewed and extended 
with dialect words.  
4. Variability in the dialectological tagset 
There are certain affixes in Mishar dialect, which are not found in modern standard Tatar language. Most of such 
phenomena consist of dialectal equivalents of standard Tatar affixes with similar semantics. Usually the specific 
affixes do not replace the standard ones and they are used in parallel. We use the principle of similarity and include 
some groups of related tags with the core tag from the standard tagset. It should be mentioned that along with such 
variability some affixes are ambiguous and express different grammatical meanings in standard language and 
dialects. Below some examples are shown. 
 
1) Affixes -ıqla/-eklä, -qla/-klä, -ğalaqla/-gäläklä, which derive raritive – a special modal verb form with the 
meaning of doing something rarely, from time to time (uqıqla – to read from time to time, süläklä – to tell 
sometimes, kergäläklä – to visit from time to time, etc.). The standard variant is -ğala/-gälä, -ıştır/-eşter. In this case 
we annotate the dialectal affixes accordingly to the standard tagset by adding a number to the basic tag. For 
example, standard affix -ğala/-gälä has the tag RAR, and the dialectal variant is annotated as RAR1. 
 
2) -ğı keli/-ge keli, -qı keli /-ke keli, -k keli is the dialectal equivalent of standard construction with the meaning 
‘want/wish to do something’ (-ası kılä/-äse kılä). It consists of obligative affix (-ğı/-ge/-qı/-ke/-k vs. ası/-äse) and 
auxiliary verb kelä (dialect) or kil (standard). The affixes in this construction are annotated as OBL and OBL1 
respectively. 
 
3) -dır/-der, -tır/-ter and other allomorphs are equivalent to null form in standard Tatar and expresses 3rd person in 
verbs. This affix is annotated as 3SG. 
 
4) There is a variety of infinitive forms in different Mishar subdialects. All of them are annotated in the similar way. 
Standard variant -(ı)rğa/-(e)rgä corresponds to the commonly used INF tag. Other tags for dialectal infinitives are 
given in Table 1. 
 
5) The affix -ın/-en is ambiguous in Mishar dialect. Similar to standard Tatar, it derives “seasonal” adverbs: yazın 
(in spring), qışın (in winter), kıçen (in the evening), irtän (in the morning). As an inflectional category it also forms 
genitive case (GEN1 tag) along with the standard genitive (-nıñ/-neñ). 
 
6) Past indefinite (resultative) tense is usually expressed by -ğan/-gän in standard Tatar. In certain Mishar 
subdialects we can find also the archaic Turkic -ıp/-ep, which is homonymical with converb inflection in modern 
Tatar. Such a complicated ambiguity is a challenge for annotators. 
 
7) Another kind of dialectal variability in word structure is related with the manner of performing folklore songs. It 
is typical that additional vowels or syllables appear within the word form to fill the rhythmical gaps or express 
emotions. Although those elements are not exactly morphological, we find it reasonable to reflect them in corpus 
annotation using special PHON tag. 
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Table 1. Additional grammatical tags for Mishar dialect. 
 
Tag Explaination Affixes Standard equivalent Parallel usage Ambiguity 
RAR1 raritive -ıqla/-eklä, -qla/-klä, -
ğalaqla/-gäläklä 
-ğala/-gälä, -ıştır/-
eşter 
yes no 
OBL1 obligative -ğı keli/-ge keli, -qı keli 
/-ke keli, -k keli 
-ası kılä/-äse kılä yes no 
3SG 3rd person -dır/-der, -tır/-ter null form yes yes 
INF1 infinitive -mağa/-mägä -(ı)rğa/-(e)rgä yes no 
INF2 infinitive -ğalı/-gäle -(ı)rğa/-(e)rgä yes no 
INF3 infinitive -malı/-mäle -(ı)rğa/-(e)rgä yes yes 
INF4 infinitive -ma/-mä -(ı)rğa/-(e)rgä yes yes 
GEN1 genitive -ın/-en -nıñ/-neñ yes yes 
PST.INDF1 past indefinite -ıp/-ep -ğan/-gän yes yes 
PHON phonological element ay, way, la, etc. - no no 
 
5. Search functionality 
From the point of view of implementation, our Mishar corpus is an indexed set of word forms. Indexes determine 
to which sentence and text a particular token belongs, and each token has its grammatical annotation. Two tables are 
used to represent morphemic structure: table of lexemes and table of affixes with the corresponding tags. These 
tables are related, and this allows users to search for lemma and for a set of grammatical features using a special 
interface. 
 
All search requests in Mishar corpus are represented by two options. The main option is searching by word 
(lemma) with (or without) its grammatical features (Fig.2a). As a result, examples of contexts that meet the search 
terms are displayed. As the second option, user can specify a set of grammatical features using special checkboxes 
(Fig.2b). Then the search query is generated and executed. According to parameters specified by user, the list of 
relevant contexts is shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Search results (a) for lemma and (b) for grammatical features with the tag selection window. 
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